In this note we extend a theorem about integral representations of semi-groups of bounded self-adjoint operators to a theorem about semi-groups of unbounded self-adjoint operators. The theorem for semi-groups of bounded self-ad joint operators has been proved in different ways by B. v. Sz. Nagy [4; 5] , E. Hille [3] , and also follows from a more general theorem of S. Bochner [l] . Semi-groups of unbounded self-adjoint operators arose in quite a natural way in an investigation of the author [2] on positive definite functions. In the following theorem Da shall represent the domain of an operator A which is defined in a Hilbert space.
Theorem.
Let {Tx}, for x>0, be a semi-group of self-adjoint operators acting in a Hilbert space, i.e. Tx/TXi = TXI+X1. Further, suppose that for all fE^x>oDTx, (Txf,f) is either a bounded or measurable function of x in some interval. Then there exists a unique resolution of the identity {Et} such that Et = 0 for t<0 and txdE,. Let us also use one more idea due to Sz. Nagy [S, p. 73]. Let {Et} be the canonical resolution of the identity of Tx. By the semi-group property we know that 7"i^0. Since every positive self-adjoint operator has a unique positive self-adjoint square root, we have V-'HEt. 0 Proceeding in this way and using the semi-group property we must get for all positive integers m and n that Tmli> = f t^2"dEt. The theorem for two parameter semi-groups offers no difficulty.
